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“Armageddon’s Children,” “The Elves of Cintra,” and “The Gypsy Morph”–is both a prequel to the other
Shannara books and a sequel to the Word and the Void. That said, it doesn’t draw too heavily on the other
series, and you could easily read it and enjoy it even if you’ve never read a Terry Brooks book before.
The Elves of Cintra is the second book in the Genesis of Shannara series. Story Logan Tom is trying to deliver
the Ghosts to safety, Angel Perez encounters the Elves and Hawk has an encounter of his own.
The Elves of Cintra is the second book in the Genesis of Shannara series by Terry Brooks. I've been a Brooks
fan since I first read Sword of Shannara back in Junior High School.
The original epic fantasy tale by Terry Brooks was a major hit with all fantasy lovers. Then the author gave the
genre a darkly compelling contemporary twist in his trilogy of the Word and the Void.
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The Elves of Cintra is a fantasy novel by American writer Terry Brooks, the second in his epic fantasy trilogy
The Genesis of Shannara. The series bridges the events of Brooks' Word & Void series with his acclaimed [2]
[3] [4] novel The Sword of Shannara and the subsequent trilogy .
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The Elves of Cintra (2007) This book deals mostly with the Elves first mentioned in Armageddon's Children . It
continues the storyline of the two Knights of the Word of the previous book.
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